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The 3 ways of dissemination of research outputs laid out in the Plan S guidelines

• Publication of Open Access Journals or operation of Open Access
Platforms (Plan S requirements are: DOAJ listed; not have a mirror/sister
subscription journal; transparent costing/pricing; APC waivers for authors).

• Depositing of Scholarly Articles in an Open Access Repository (Plan S
requirements are: Platform uses PIDs (preferably DOI); high-quality metadata;
machine-readable information on the OA-licensing).

• Negotiation of Transformative Arrangements (Plan S strongly encourages
institutions and consortia to develop new transformative agreements and will only
financially support agreements after 1 of January 2021 where they adhere to the
ESAC Guidelines).



Two years ago, Open deals seemed impossible



But more recently, we've seen some (not a lot) transformative agreements

✔ American Chemical 
Society 
• Con Max Planck 

institutes 
✔ American Institute of 

Phisics
• Con University of 

Vienna
✔ Cambridge University 

Press
• Con California 

University 
✔ Elsevier:

• Con Noruega
✔ ...

• ...

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/newsreleases/2019/march/acs-and-max-planck-institutes-partner-on-transformative-open-access-plan.html
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/newsreleases/2019/march/acs-and-max-planck-institutes-partner-on-transformative-open-access-plan.html
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2019/04/22/read-publish-california-cambridge/
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2019/04/22/read-publish-california-cambridge/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01349-6


and also intermediate positions



My thoughts about the Plans S and their future

✔One big pro

✔ 6 small cons (o doubts)
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One big pro

✔Probably thanks Plans S (and 
cOAlition S) OA is now (finally) in the 
agenda of ALL the countries



6 small cons (o doubts) 

1. To know what a transformative agreement is 

2. To know what we (one university, consortium o country) are 
paying now for the scholarly communication system 

3. Someone must assume the differential between the 'neutral 
cost' and the money centrally paid (i.e. the disaggregated costs 
paid for APCs)

4. We have forgotten double-dipping

5. Transformative agreements change the current equilibrium 
between the current payers



To know what a transformative agreement is 

✔ IARLA statement: the research library community would still like to see:
• Further clarity on the nature of transformative agreements and description of 

the expectation of what the next steps will be when hybrid funding ends on 31 
December 2024.

• Large-scale financial model of the costs of a fully Plan S compliant 
environment. To date there has not been a sufficiently systematic international 
modelling of the costs either during the transitional period, or in a post-2024 
environment of compliance with Plan S – either in terms of publisher costs or 
administrative infrastructure costs within and between institutions. We have 
particular concerns that research-intensive institutions may see significant 
increases in costs, and that cross-disciplinary research and international 
collaborations may suffer from complicated financial models.

• Modelling of the possible impacts on smaller, mainly arts, humanities and 
social sciences institutions and publishers and an analysis of the danger of 
further market consolidation.



To know what we (one university, consortium o country) are paying now for 
the scholarly communication system 

✔ CSUC is (trying to) monitoring APC costs.
• this is hard to do
• publishers don't have more information that universities!

✔ We estimated that CSUC members are paying (as APC costs) near 
20% that they are paying for subscriptions 
• This is a new cost and an important over cost

✔ The transformative agreements need agreements on monitoring 
before to be agreed



‘About 'neutral cost’ and who pays for it

✔ 'neutral cost' is more cost
• neutral cost = existing cost (already centralized and controlled cost) + APC 

cost (not yet centralized neither controlled) 
✔ Even if we consider that the two costs are part of the cost of a unique 

system is not clear that the subscription payers can also absorb APC 
costs

✔ A national agreement is needed! 



We have forgotten double-dipping

• if there is enough money in the system
• if a substantial part of the scientific outputs are in OA
• why transformative agreements are costing more?

• because APC cost is added
• because read fee is included
• because we don't exactly know how many articles was been o will be 

published



Transformative agreements change the current equilibrium between the 
current payers

• Until now prices were based in the previous (print) expend. 
• This is clearly unfair today, but a lot of internal 

equilibriums are supported by this base)
• Transformative agreements cost are based on articles 

published. 
• So, it seems logical to change the cost imputations 

and rebalances the payments, but this ... 



Future of Plans S = future OA

✔ OA is the future because
information wants to be
free,

✔ but the situation is very
confusing and confusion
doesn't help to do the
transformation that the
scholarly communication
needs




